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All of the contents have been professionally mastered and edited at no cost to you. The album features more than 2,500 MB of
content for you to download and enjoy for as long as you desire. 2,423 MB | Author: Ben 'Danmaku' G | Due to the popularity
of this release, the download link will not work for the foreseeable future. If you are interested in buying the download, please
visit the other media listings on ReverbNation.com. FINAL CHAPTER A high-energy full-length debut from the LA rapper
with the all-time best name in hip-hop "The man with the best name in hip-hop" is the refrain of Timbaland's triumphant hip-
hop debut. "Now that you're all on my page, let's get this party started, watch me get this D.I.Y. into a party in a minute" goes
the propelling theme for Lethal, clocking in at just over two minutes. From the hypnotic "California, We've Been Waiting For
You" to the bouncy "Mr. Knock-Knock", Lethal sets out to deliver some of the dopest hooks around. The long-time
collaborators on this full-length ensure that every track has plenty of rhythmic funk, a la late '90s production by The Neptunes.
This is no watered-down or disposable Hip-Hop produced by pimps and whores. This is raw, untampered with, and fiercely in
your face. During the latter half of the decade, Lukewarm Records was doing what I consider to be their best work. With the
help of producers Tait Naitonga and Ya Sunshine, the label’s focus was putting out straight-forward, simple, and hard hip-hop
that had the potential to reach new audiences and grow the underground scene. Acts like Rick Ross, Kendrick Lamar, and B.o.B
would be popping up on the label, and in the years following that, we would see a host of other rappers come to the label that
would start to make a name for themselves in the underground. The culmination of this was the 10-track compilation,
Lukewarm Records Presents: The Movement. The compilation was released on vinyl
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